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Wheeling With Dogs Challenge 
May 10, 2019  

  

 Prepared by:  

                                 Edwin Morales / ClicOutdoor  
 

 From the ClicOutdoor Senior Partner’s Desk:  

We would once again like to thank you for the trust and confidence that you have placed with ClicOutdoor in 

the design and development of your digital media assets and social media content. I, along with the entire 

ClicOutdoor team, promise to provide you with top-notch products and service, and we will faithfully fulfill 

every commitment we make. We are pleased to welcome you into the ClicOutdoor family!  

  

From the ClicOutdoor Team:  

ClicOutdoor makes several promises to each and every client and now that you have chosen to work with us 

you will have the commitment of every ClicOutdoor team member to do our best work and deliver a digital 

marketing product that will exceed your business goals and expectations.   
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How The Challenge Works 
 

1.) WE RESCUE & SET AN EXAMPLE 

Our team rescues dogs and commits fully to fostering them, no matter the outcome of this challenge. 

2.) ACTIVATE & CHALLENGE OUR FOLLOWING 

We introduce our following to the dogs and challenge them to help us find them a home, ideally in 1 week, during which we 

show these dogs the time of their life while bringing our following along for the ride. Through the lens of an epic road trip 

our following will get to know these dogs as well as what this country has to offer. From national parks, forests, wildlife 

management areas and more.  

3.) DELIVER AND EMPOWER 

As our followers fall in love with these dogs and volunteer to adopt these dogs, we deliver them ourselves along with a care 

package from the brands we work with and empower them and others to save dogs local to them. 
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Initial Campaign Goals For Your Brand 
 

1.) Generate a diverse array of product and lifestyle content featuring your products or brand. 

- Depending on the package you opt in to our team will set out to produce a pre agreed on amount of content related 

deliverables that cater to your content needs. From videography to photography and more, our goal is to supplement 

your content needs with shots you simply cannot get anywhere else.   

 

2.) Build hype and social chatter leading up to, during and after the challenge that can help build brand recognition. 

- Whether your brand is already popular or lacking in social clout and excitement, our campaign is designed to inspire and 

animate our following and yours, to activate them towards a unified goal. This creates a relationship between 

consumers and brands involved that cannot be replicated any other way.  

 

3.) Boost consumer confidence in your brand and products. We focus not only on the product but more so on what it 

represents, building a socially responsible narrative around your brand.  

- Today more than ever, consumers are paying attention to what their favorite brands stand for. They care about 

supporting companies that stand by something that preferably aligns with their views. Pets are valued by their owners 

and their owners are your consumers. When your brand shares the value of your consumers, you build brand loyalty 

and that translates into a long term ROI. 

   

Sponsorship Package 
Includes: 

• 50+ photos. High-quality, Commercial use photography  

• Guaranteed 5-10 Second Brand or Product Feature Per Event Promo Video 

• Promo Video Mention on Credits (top placement)  

• Instagram takeover on your channel 

• Logo on challenge page WWD website (www.wheelingwithdogs.com)  

• Logo on any online graphics made  

• Active promotion as a sponsor.  During the month leading up to during and after the challenge.  

o (5-6) posts a month  

o Dedicated Instagram story shout outs  

o Dedicated Instagram and Facebook posts (prior to event and during)  

• Handouts in each gift bag  

• Guaranteed use of your products during the challenge  

• 1 Million Impression Guarantee Per Challenge 

• Post-event report and/or think tank session to discuss an overview of each event.  

• We agree to provide storage and transportation of any provided promotional and informational material. 

 

 Included Event Related Social Media Features  
- Leveraging our social media influence, we will promote your brand through organic outreach, Instagram features and 

endorsements using your desired hashtags and brand shout outs across our accounts on Instagram. 

Instagram  

- @Team4Runner    - @WheelingWithDogs    - @RuggedPix  

- @Fargo4x4      - @FirestoneAdventures    - @DestroTRD    

- @Team4RPro    - @TorconTRD      - @TopsideFJ  

- @OverlandNation   - @TRDLifestyle   - @Nomadders 
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Website Advertisement   
-  Guaranteed featured ad space on WheelingWithDogs.com  

 

Additional Deliverables 
-  30sec-1min dedicated short video. Showcasing 4Runner XP during the challenge.  

 

Primary Sponsor Requirements  
- Provide product to our team for the challenge.  (4Runner) 

- Provide promotional giveaways to the individuals who decide to adopt the dogs we rescue.    

- Provide any branded promotional material you desire as requested or needed. (Ex: Bags,  

Stickers, Brochures, Patches, Handouts, etc.)   

  

 

Entry Level Package Price  
 

☐ WWD Challenge Platinum Sponsorship: $10k 

- Includes all services listed above.   

 

    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   

 


